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Organization Name
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Percent
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Organization
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4
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Answer Options

Strongly 

Disagree 

%

#
Disagree 

%
# Agree % #

Strongly 

Agree %
#

Response 

Count
Avg

3% 2 0% 0 42% 30 55% 39 71 3.5

3% 2 0% 0 47% 34 50% 36 72 3.4

3% 2 4% 3 43% 31 50% 36 72 3.4

Answer Options

Strongly 

Disagree 

%

#
Disagree 

%
# Agree % #

Strongly 

Agree %
#

Response 

Count
Avg

1% 1 31% 22 39% 28 28% 20 71 2.9

1% 1 0% 0 36% 26 63% 45 72 3.6

1% 1 0% 0 21% 15 78% 56 72 3.8

1% 1 3% 2 28% 20 68% 49 72 3.6

1% 1 3% 2 24% 17 72% 52 72 3.7

7. ASSESSMENT OF WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES:  As a result of the workshop, please rate 

the extent to which you experienced the following:

74

An increased understanding of strategic 

principles such as positioning, leveraging, 

creating and taking advantage of 

opportunity, building momentum and 

critical mass with intentionality

An enhanced understanding of the 

importance of establishing a rhythm, 

anticipating consequences, etc.

Increased and deepened capacity to see, 

analyze, create, and make decisions more 

strategically

WA State Coalition Against Domestic Violence 1.4% 1

1.4% 1

The pace of the workshop was 

appropriate.

13

1

1

17.6%

1.4%

1.4%

I understood the purpose of the workshop 

before arriving.

The overall content of the convening was 

useful and relevant.

Overall, the presenters, facilitators or staff 

were effective.

The session methods were appropriate 

and conducive to my providing input and 

8. OVERALL WORKSHOP:  Please circle one per question.

YMCA

N/A

Sanctuary for Families

Tahirih Justice Center

2.7% 2

Peace Over Violence 1.4% 1

San Francisco Domestic Violence Consortium
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Loc. Response
CA Valuable content and information sharing
CA Being with cohort members and other movement makers as time to connect is far and few. Distinguishing between 

strategic thinking and programmatic planning.
CA Hearing the personal experiences from participants. Experiential learning.
CA interactivity and note cards
CA For me the most important aspect was to keep the organization healthy and united.
CA The building blocks of strategic thinking on the first day.
CA Meeting people from other organizations and hearing their experiences and strategies. Also, ability to ask questions and 

drill down into concepts.
CA 8 steps of strategic thinking. Sitting and asking "why" of the problem.
CA  (1) Relationship between personal reserve/spaciousness and ability to think strategically.

 (2) Consensus process and strategic thinking - connection between them.
 (3) conversations about healthy disagreement.

 (4) 8 steps to strategic thinking.
(5) Rhythm and pace exercise.

CA
The most valuable aspect was the issues of leadership and strategy which are very relevant to my work. I always thought 
that think strategically was not reachable for me, but this really helps me to start thinking strategically.

CA (1) Helped me to shift my thinking from blind acceptance of doing things as usual rather than having the space for 
 strategy.

(2) The 8 step process was valuable and will come in handy on projects already on the pipeline and which I had not fully 
developed strategy.

CA For me the newest and most valuable part was the 8-step process for strategic thinking.
CA the opportunity to apply/talk through the concepts that Norma presented with colleagues from my organization who are 

home with me. We can start building our vocabulary and identify the dynamics that are happening that inhibit or derail 
strategic thinking and shift to more generative models.

CA Raising core questions to help me and our organization advance and inform our work. Practical exercises and elements 
to infuse in our every day practice... I hope!

CA I co-chair and am a member of many coalitions and so the entire structure of how to correctly engage in strategic thinking 
was helpful. I especially valued the emphasis placed on the importance of every "type" of movement member - "leader," 
"warrior," etc.

CA (1) Difference between strategist and leader and warrior.
 (2) Planning vs. strategic planning and strategic thinker.

 (3) Creating spaciousness to be effective in strategic, agile, and take risks/be courageous. 
 (4) Does my organization have more capacity than I see in myself (Timmie's observation).

 (5) The place for consensus building input, balancing decision-making.
(6) Modulating (not stepping back out, stepping up).

CA Being able to understand where our organization (and coworkers) get stucked and how to move people forward together 
with different perspectives in harmony.

CA  (1) Core qualities of strategic thinking.
 (2) 8-step strategic thinking process.

(3) The importance of rhythm in sustainability and process.
CA

Learning what strategy is, contrasting it with consensus, and the conditions necessary for strategic thinking to take place.
CA

(1) 8-step strategic thinking process = this is helping me move from an emotional, reactive place to a more thinking and 
 strategic place.

 (2) Rhythm
(3) Resonance - this is really helping me understand our organization and to talk about it in a way that is less charged.

CA Taking time in a beautiful space with MEV cohort people and colleagues to learn from Norma and think about strategic 
thinking in different/new ways.

4. What was most valuable for you about this workshop?
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CA  (1) Space to be reflective about our work. 
(2) Great pace and flexibility with agenda.

CA  (1) Meeting new people!
(2) Time to think about strategic thinking... I have concluded I am more of a worker bee than a strategic thinker!

CA  (1) Core qualities and 8 steps.
 (2) Spaciousness.

(3) Combo and time with Cohort 2, and time with Cohort 1, Norma and Jackie. :)
CA clarity about the need for spaciousness as necessary to be able to engage in strategic thinking
CA Experiential, embodied learning in a room full of people I love and respect
CA I thoroughly enjoyed this entire workshop.
CA I've never participated in a strategic thinking leadership workshop before and just having the time and space to dissect 

and think through the strategic thinking process and the affects of each step and the importance of their being steps 
between the problem and the idea/execution.

CA I really appreciated the entire two days and am excited to practice and implement the eight steps of strategic thinking and 
incorporate the concrete organizational practices (such as having a time every 6 to 8 weeks to develop the strategic 
thinking muscle) into our organization.  There is much to think about and I am looking forward to the creation of space in 
the next week to think more deeply on how to move this forward.

MN Strategic planning process with strategic thinking - excellent; yarn exercise with Comanche; core qualities of strategic 
thinking - start with problem and proceed using the 8 steps process - very excellent

MN  The whole coneptualization of strategic thinking as opposed to strategic plannin.
 
[Merged:] The teaching method of storytelling, theory and practice. The deliberate technique of not overloading us with 
information to digest. The knowledge and framework that Norma has around organizing, leadership and personal stories 
gave me a clearer perspective on 'strategic thinking'.

MN lots of good information - will probably use the activities on breathing and offensive and defensive stances
MN framing of strategic thinking in depth, Norma Wong, learning from the group
MN I gained incredibly valuable tools, insights and perspectives on thinking strategically in my work.  I know that I can directly 

apply this as of tomorrow and want to keep practicing this and exercising my strategic muscle.  I also want to begin to 
engage my team in similar thinking.

MN Everything was incredibly valuable.  I appreciate having new tools to think strategically in our work
MN Purpose - Values:  compass for the individual and organization.  North star.
MN Exercising strategic thinking, defining what it is.  Socializing/connecting with allies from our region.  Opening up other 

perspectives through the awareness exercises.  Loved the experiential exercises!
MN  The experiential learning.

The perspective and clarity of my perspective.
MN Redefining or reframing the "Why" question
MN Why?
MN To recognize that my personal values don't necessarily have to be reflected in my organization's values for me to do my 

best work on a spiritual or life path level.  Also - I totally get it now about seeing the paths as strategic mechanisms via 
understanding more of the "whys".

MN The practicing of examples
MN Opportunity to walk through the aspects of strategic thinking and practice
MN combination of theory and practice. Stories that supported and illustrated the theory.
MN Access to Norma's wisdom and guidance, having the space to think and learn, being able to do that with a few of my 

coworkers.
MN 8 steps, discussion on how values impact purpose, and importance of having a clear purpose
MN Group dialogue
NY I found it all valuable and useful.
NY

The time to connect with MEV cohort 1 and 2 as well as the clarification between strategic planning and strategic thinking.
NY I liked when Norma invited people to give real world examples for the strategies and concepts she was describing. 

Sometimes it is challenging to understand this type of thinking in the abstract, concrete examples - especially those 
related to our work - help.

NY Being with Norma and staff members
NY reconnecting to the ideas about pace,and  positon. Norma - leadership style
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NY Norma's knowledge and wisdom .
NY Norma's wisdom
NY Distinguishing strategy from plan. Thinking about overall purpose and working backwards. Also, thinking through impacts 

and consequences beyond what your purpose might have been. Laying out the strategic thinking process in steps that 
does not jump to solutions.

NY  (1) Planning vs. strategic thinking.
 (2) Relationship between spaciousness and strategic thinking.

 (3) Offense and defense function as part of the same team.
 (4) Defining the problem.

 (5) Rhythm and pace.
(6) Discussion about the "opposition."

NY (1) Being reminded that I must know my purpose because that will guide me. I must know who I am and that who I am will 
 not be defined by my opposition or their habits.

(2) this training was a good grounding exercise and practice for me since it incorporated deep breathing, physical 
 mindfulness, and sprinkles of self-care.

(3) I appreciated doing this training with my MEV family and of course Norma Wong.
NY affording the space to think about strategic thinking, especially because the realities of day-to-day work is so often 

focused on the immediate "crisis" of the day. Thinking about long-term organizational goals and again, affording the 
space to start thinking about those things. Bringing an awareness of habits to the table, which will help in breaking habits 
that aren't strategic

NY The whole concept of strategic thinking process and practice and it can be applied in personal life, work 
place/organization, and the movement to end violence. The differentiation between issues and problems and how to stay 
centered when working with opposition. The different exercises were very instrumental in driving home the message and 
encouraging teamwork, collaboration, strategizing, rhythm, momentum, and sustainability.

NY I have to say that the entire workshop was valuable. the most valuable however was realizing that strategic thinking is a 
"muscle" and needs to be utilized. I appreciate the fact that this form of thinking is one that I have not utilized in the most 
effective manner. This workshop has helped me tap into it more.

NY
Understanding what is strategic thinking. Its steps. To repeat something you said, "let anger evaporate" amazed me.

NY  (1) Having time to set work aside and think/learn about bigger concepts and strategies.
 (2) Spending time with colleagues in a workshop setting.

 (3) Meeting colleagues in peer organizations and sharing ideas/stories.
 (4) Having a clear framework for the building blocks of strategic thinking.

(5) Spending time with Norma - always a golden opportunity.
NY All was valuable. However, I particularly enjoyed team building components. But learned most from Norma taking 

specific, "live," unscripted examples and applying strategic thinking to those examples.
NY

I found the discussion regarding the use of purpose and values in developing goals and strategic planning valuable. I 
particularly found the partner exercise of stating and refining purpose and values of agency to be helpful.

NY Sometimes you have to begin with the end in mind and work backward.
NY  (1) Thinking about how to strategize.

 (2) Learning about my stance.
(3) Learning to breathe.

NY Talking about the 8 steps to strategic thinking and emphasis on the importance of the "why."
NY It was great to obtain a more distinct understanding of what true strategic planning/thinking involved. Utilizing examples 

provided by the participants to demonstrate the process was really helpful.
NY Learning to think more strategically by first defining the problem I am am hoping to solve.
NY Breaking down the steps of strategic thinking in an understandable way.
NY Many things.  Liked the frameworks, steps for strategic thinking, Norma's stories, opportunity to build relationships with 

cohort members, physical practice.  Everything.
NY Experiencing core elements and breaking down issues and problems to identify the problem. I have been doing work and 

just doing for so long I received a lot out of this workshop to stop and consider the what and the why.
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NY
 --thinking about habits (mine, ours, the opposition's) in light of opportunities and risks. 

 -- rhythm -- how our organization moves, how to establish more sustainability
-- the 8 step strategic thinking process and particularly the importance of naming the problem.  i was struck by the many 
steps involved.  so often we rush right away to the solution (which may or may not directly address the problem).

NY
The affirmation that in order to think strategically and effectively, that spaciousness is necessary. Given the pace at 
Sanctuary, spaciousness is not something which you find in abundance - it isn't necessarily prized in my organization.

Loc. Response
CA For a "201" session it would be great to do some examples of each step of the strategic thinking process to see how it 

can be applied concretely and pull examples from each organization attending.  I think would be helpful for individuals to 
go through that process in a group to fully get a handle on how it might look like when applied to an issue/problem they 
are familiar with and getting insight from individuals from other orgs.

CA Good as is
CA I love the wide range of the audience but found that the workshop does not work to build learning bewtween participants 

(except in Q&A with workshop leader)
CA More time for case studies/application from start (concepts explored in first day) to finish (concepts explored in second 

day)
CA If it were possible, to make the workshop in Spanish in order to participate actively.
CA More practical implementation and reviewing the building blocks on the second day.
CA More speakers with different perspectives, or speakers who can help translate the philosophical with their own stories of 

impact.
CA More dialogue on how we might bring this back. Follow up conversations sharing will be great.
CA  (1) Maybe adding in a "case example" to apply the full 8 step strategic thinking process.

(2) May have been helpful if more than just one person (me) was here from organization to reinforce and bring back to 
other staff more effectively.

CA
 (1) More groups/break out sessions would be helpful for acting out scenarios/parts of strategic thinking.

(2) More diverse participant base would bring new perspectives; expanding beyond program staff. It's always great to 
convene with colleagues in the same field but different organizational strengths and weaknesses to compare/contrast.

CA  (1)Resonance, rhythm, pace, the role of.
(2) I'm not sure I have any specific suggestions for improvement. I enjoyed the pace and was able to concentrate fairly 
well throughout.

CA
I appreciate everything for these 2 days workshop. It was planned with love and care. I am so grateful that I spent a full 
days learning something new, use part of my thinking to think more strategically, met wonderful people, had some 
networking and collaborations, ate great food, love the presenter... Norma is simply awesome.

CA  (1) Not cards are good, but more written information to support topics would be helpful.
(2) Opportunity to apply in real life scenarios applicable personally.

CA Clearer definitions, more upfront. Some concepts were abstract (like, what is strategy?), I personally need more solid info 
up front. I also liked the contrast between consensus and strategy and wish it happened sooner.

CA (1) Sometimes the conversation was very abstract. I think practicing strategic thinking about a real-life problem or sets of 
 problems would have made it more concrete.

 (2) Labs where we practice strategic thinking processes.
 (3) More work on the concept of practice of healthy disagreement.

(4) More work on critical mass concepts.
CA A bit more of shared activities, but otherwise it was very good.
CA It would have been helpful to practice tole plays of concepts. For instance, when we spoke about whether to use the 

consensus process or not, the use of brainstorming without allowing positioning of individuals.
CA I really appreciated the materials and translations which were very important. I would also like to see more examples of 

the concepts.

5. What would you want to see done differently to improve this workshop?
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CA More workgroup time w/ people from your organization or small group to work through real applications and 
implementation of organizational culture change. Peer coaching?

CA  (1) More interactive on the first day.
 (2) Some coaching options.

(2) Because we had a few people here from our organization it would have been good to have some time to discuss and 
think together organizationally.

CA Some more practice in applying to our org and communities. Also, I think some groups here are doing some really 
interesting strategic work, but not calling it that or naming it. Would be great to put Norma's strategic mind to this as a 
fishbowl?

CA Some space to workshop actual issues with our organization - maybe we could come prepared with examples?
CA This workshop was not a good fit for me - I am very linear/concrete and would feel more comfortable in a more structured 

"training" - case studies, specific strategies to apply to real life situations, etc.
CA It seems helpful for there to be multiple people from the same org - increases take-home value and application.
CA

Nothing -- although I'd like to see a continuation, perhaps a second and a third level, for those who would like to focus 
more on the nuances of strategic thinking.

CA Planning time to think about how to implement the lessons learned would be great (and an opportunity to get one one one 
coaching with Norma - okay what a dream!).  I would have loved more time to go through the 8 steps again after having 
gone through resonance and rhythm to be able to more clearly see the 8 steps and how resonance and rhythm should be 
integrated into the eight steps.  It would also be helpful to know the underlying research/foundation and how this 
compares to other  strategies for social change (ie identify problem, convene a collaborative, build capacity, 
assessment/strength/ mapping/sort.

CA Sometimes it got too metaphorical and I would have loved to hear how some of these metaphors translated to real life 
situations. Perhaps some large group problem-solving as one of the exercises?

CA Varying presentation methods/interactive to address the multiple learning styles.  Built in Examples would have helped 
with clarifying the concepts. Adding in more movement and kinetic learning practices.

MN A short amount of time to learn about the other people in the room may have been helpful in the larger context of 
movement building. Other than that, Norma is such a skilled facilitator, I can't think of anything that would have improved 
the training.

MN Alternative for so much touching. I liked being present with the group but the touching threw me off.
MN  Extending the time to a week or four days.

 
 [Merged:] 

Longer time - not in a day - but stretched out over a period of time, like a week.
MN Hmmm...  maybe some kind of action plan or at least a commitment from everyone participating to stay closer in touch 

and develop some collective strategies
MN I really liked the pace, style and content of the workshop.  I felt I had enough space to think and explore new ideas.  It 

might be possible to reserve a bit of time for deeper reflection on paper or in partners, but we did have breaks during 
which many if us did that.  Overall I don't have recommendations at this time.  As a cohort member, I do wish we had 
participated in this workshop closer to the beginning of the cohort cycle.

MN I thought it was great!
MN I would gladly spend another day playing with the concepts - or perhaps follow up gathering four to six months after the 

initial workshop to process experiences, etc.
MN More interaction between participants.
MN more time
MN Not sure
MN Nothing
MN nothing
MN Nothing to change with the workshop.
MN The first day was a little harder for me to 'get it'.  maybe more physical activity - even though I'm resistant to it, it still 

works!  :-)
MN the pace was a bit slow for me - some points seemed to be belabored
MN Things at the table to keep your hands busy.
MN Unknown
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NY  (1) Not sure we need 2 full days.
 (2) Have more concrete examples from our daily experiences to illustrate concepts.

(3) More facilitated to meet others from peers organizations.
NY I think a more concerted effort to promote some dialogue among participants would have made the training more 

effective.
NY I was curious about more collaboration with allies and talking about similar struggles the different agencies might face and 

how they might tackle their problems strategically
NY I was searching for an analysis of power and privilege that runs through and alongside the learnings from this  workshop. 

Perhaps it's just a matter of more time spent on that analysis, perhaps it's an additional analysis: all to say that I didn't get 
a full grasp on those connections.

NY I would appreciate more materials for reference as I go forward after the workshop.
NY

I would change the way the chairs are set up to that everyone can see each other better. Perhaps in the form of a "U."
NY I would like to have been able to bring another person from my organization. It's difficult to have gone through this and 

need to share back on my own.
NY I would like to see identification of targets and opposition and strategies to move them
NY It was a well presented workshop.
NY Longer length in order to explore issues deeper.
NY

Make it an additional day. Can't get enough of Norma and the opportunity to collaborate with friends in the movement.
NY Maybe some ppt visuals. Not sure. It was great
NY More comfortable space.
NY More group activities, real life examples, and general movement. I'm in school part time along with my work, so as 

wonderful and engaging as the more speaking/lecture based parts were, I feel like I get a lot of that style of learning in my 
life right now, and I preferred when we got to get up and do activities, work with others, etc.

NY More time for individual work pertinent to our actual work. So much was covered about strategy that I would have likes 
more time to think and get into how I apply this with Norma and/or the groups involvement or feedback. The work about 
purpose and values with a partner was really great.

NY n/a
NY N/A
NY Nothing but have my own personal Norma N. Wong!
NY Nothing that I can think of at this time. More of the workshops will be good for all staff members and stakeholders
NY Room with more natural light.  More non-bread food options.
NY Same amount of hours, but spread the workshop over more days.
NY The workshop was wonderful. I've learned a lot and met my expectations. More self care would be helpful. I enjoyed the 

activities we did and will apply them to my daily life.
NY This was a large group so I would prefer a smaller group. I would have liked to workshop some of what people are 

struggling with a bit longer. Not find "the" solution but go deeper into the struggle. Especially around issues/problems that 
a number of people agreed on.

NY
 - i would have liked to have had folks from my organization attend. this could have been so helpful for us.

- some of the biggest learning moments for me occurred when an individual or person brought a real life problem/issue to 
the table, and norma walked them through addressing it.  i would have loved to have seen this happen more.

NY Visual aids, less Sanctuary members- too much of a cirtical mass (did not really hear cohort 1 and cohort 2 members);  
space (too cold, dim lights, and unconfortable chairs for all day activity)

Loc. Response
CA Breaking down the difference between 'planning' vs. 'strategic planning' and what the process looks like when 

implementing it at the organisational level
CA That self-care needs to be permanent and not only when you are exhausted. 

The strategic thinking, I am going to use it instead of giving advice along with having more creative ideas.

6. What were major "Ah hahs" you take away from this convening?  What will you apply to your 
strategic thinking practice?
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CA (1) Strategic thinking doesn't mean necessarily consensus decision making at all times/occasions, but transparency and 
communication are important. Reflection, spaciousness, and nimbleness, openness to experiment and risk, irreverence, 

 focus on outcome but strategies can shift and play.
(2) 15 minutes for spaciousness per day and start small organizationally.

CA (1) Consensus as a process, approach may need to be re-examined or clarified differently in contexts we use this 
 practice.

 (2) Many lessons and opportunities to apply to our cohort - too many to list.
 (3) Loved the part around process shouldn't replace culture.

 (4) Respect doesn't have to be mutual to be effective or advance position.
(5) Rhythm and resonance -> need to do more frequent personal and organizational "checks" on these.

CA It was reassuring and eye opening that consensus isn't always the best approach to proceeding to a goal. I'll definitely 
approach my leadership of coalitions differently now to better use time and opportunities.

CA (1) How I need to create the conditions for "great work" through spaciousness for strategic thinking and build my reserves. 
 (a) More rest/no screen time after 9:30pm. (b) better planning and assessment of priorities.

(2) We will gather the group that attended and discuss what meaning this has on our work (individually, in teams, or as an 
org).

CA I have a better understanding and clarity about the consensus decision making and challenges that my organization 
regularly faces.  Often not only we couldn't do impactful action but also had faced some division among us. This learning 
(today) was great for me. I will share some exercisses that I learned today and use them at our weekly staff meeting to 
express each individual's pace and rhythm (team and organization pace and rhythm) so we create a better understanding 
and mutual respect for oneself, team and organization.

CA My "ah hah" moment was when they spoke about disagreement and concession, I took 15 minutes to reflect.
CA

I loved "Habits" vs. "Practices"... so good! We really rely on some of our "habits" and are slow with new "practices."
CA Forward stance physical activity, aware of how body language, voice of energy can change surroundings, decision 

making and willingness of others to collaborate.
CA Elevate spaciousness - be a good role model. Help others work through strategic thinking.
CA  (1) The need to name our decision making models and moments. Create a decision making culture.

 (2) Practicing brainstorming as a way to build buy in.
 (3) Not every problem has to be solved right away.

 (4) Strategic thinking is hard to do in a crisis.
(5) We mostly jump directly from naming a problem to solutions.

CA The 8 strategic points and having them in mind. I will apply the dynamic to harmonize and time for practice without 
stagnation.

CA (1) Self-care is not a perk. My organization has struggled with this. some of my colleagues felt our self-care process was 
 taking away time from productive time.

 (2) Habits work against us while practices are intentional.
(3) Avoid crisis moments when I have to make decisions.

CA (1) Assessment of "timing" of strategic thinking process.
 (2) Non-strategic habits.

 (3) Assessment for exploiting opportunities.
(4) Need to review organizational values, anticipate consequences.

CA  (1) There are downsides to consensus!
 (2) Playfulness, spaciousness, and self-care are necessary and are work.

 (3) Momentum as a concept - including winding down.
(4) Norma is amazing and I want to be Norma. WWND = What Would Norma Do?

CA (1) Working on our organization rhythm and resonance.
 (2) Creating conditions for fun and playfulness and spaciousness

(3) Identifying the critical questions for organizational transition.
CA (1) Consensus can be strategic. I know this but stuck in assumptions.

(2) Rhythm - We applied rhythm to our own organization at lunch break. We reflected that we all go to the rhythm of the 
fastest paced person, instead of holding baseline and allowing range.

CA The realization that a consensus project can actually stifle empowerment rather than foster it. Will use consensus process 
more strategically rather than rely on it.

CA Strategic thinking is not my strong suit and that's ok :)
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CA The time and content helped me frame the questions I will use during the next 3 months in "engaging the center" 
 gatherings.

Need to figure out self-care strategy.
CA

On personal level, using the steps for strategic thinking and keeping them at the forefront when making life decisions. 
 Articulating and ensuring that my values are aligned within the systems and relationships being cultivated. 

 
Being strategic is directly correlated to self-care. If you don't practice self care you won't be strategic. If you are worn too 

 thin, always tired, never have time to reflect, you would not be able to be strategic. 
 
Often times organizations align  and partner with other organizations to increase their outcomes, however, I learned in 

 this workshop that you can't make up capacity through partnering. 
 
Although we're in a very serious movement, I am often humorous and light person in the group and I've often been hard 
on myself, thinking I need to take myself more seriously, but I learned today that It's okay to take things lightly. Fun can't 
be the outcome, but fun can create a condition  fun and being playful allows more possibility of options. It's okay to take 
things lightly. Fun can't be the outcome, but fun can create a condition that allows more possibility of options. Lightness 
Creates a sense of possibilities and openness to crazy mind blowing ideas which I LOVE!! Establish conditions for a 
lighter touch, and in the lighter touch we are building the muscle memory for the harder work.

CA No major ones; I may still be marinating. I think some things were a validation/confirmation of things that I hadn't 
articulated before - for example, how there is a rhythm and resonance to a movement. But I wish we took it a step further 
and heard more from Norma and other participants about a scenario when R&R was present & in sync to see through a 
successful/strategic movement.

CA Different perspectives within organization on capacity and cohesiveness of staff; brainstorming and consensus building 
(purpose, usefulness of and when its needed and when it is not)

CA reinforce need for spaciousness - start small iwth something like a 15 time - also imoprtance of the range of role 
necessary (the farmer and the poet)

CA  Differentiation of roles: farmer, poet, warrior, etc. 
 Core qualities of strategic thinking

The relationship between rhythm, strategic thinking and self care/sustainability
CA I was reminded yet again of how important it is to deliberately practice strategic thinking on a regular basis, to apply it as a 

core element of my daily work.
CA From Day 1, my Ah ha, was when we were discussing the difference that lies between consensus building and and 

decision making.  Organizing is a form of strategy and can help in getting buy in, however having it clear in the up front 
 that decisions will be made by a smaller group after weighing all of the considerations.

Day 2: Understanding the importance of self care.  i didn't participate in the self care workshop and understanding that 
having an energy reserve and space for creativity/innovation is key to driving impactful programming.

CA Hmm, many ah hahs.  At one point I was feeling like I needed to stick my head in a bucket of ice water.  Here's some:  
individually and organizationally more spacious needs to be created  with intention and then protected;  we need to say no
more and consistently strategically assess the problems and to go through the 8 step process.  Another ah ha was the 
responsibility of the individual to find the qualities in an opponent (or someone you disagree with) that you can respect in 
order not to impair or impede your own critical and strategic thinking skills.  Another is how we have 
misinterpreted/misused collaboratives - spending far too much time building everyone's capacity and giving the illusion of 
consensus building; rather than acknowledging and celebrating each person's role and what they bring and valuing all the 
roles (warrior, strategist, leader).   Understanding that we can move people along parallel paths; small group can work on 
some elements.  Need to differentiate our roles in the movement and believe that this is okay!  And a reaffirmation of the 
importance of values.  A really important ah hah.   And something I know I need to do better - provide clarity and 
transparency on how decisions are going to be made to create a more effective and generous space for generating ideas, 
and I know have a clearer understanding now that edges are sharp when people are fuzzy. And along with that, the idea 
that the issue is not usually about not being heard, but about an underlying disagreement.  And finally, decisions should 
be made in a way to allow people to see their own decisions play out  And the building of muscle memory for strategic 
thinking - and play!  And spaciousness!

MN Elders and young are intertwined, each serving a purpose to teach and learn from one another; my ability to physically 
feel another person - that energy was amazing
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MN
Creating spaciousness, clarifying the purpose of our work, elements of resonance and critical mass.  The whole process 

 of practice and awareness.
 

 [Merged:] 
For me it was clarifying the purpose of my work - where I come from and where am I going - creating spaciousness

MN understanding how to break down, what I been doing.
MN affirmed a lot of what we do and the way we work with tribal communities
MN

Aligning purpose and values with strategic purpose. This will be very helpful as I start my new job with a new initiative.
MN Many ahas.  I feel like I will approach problems through a very different lens, asking whether we should solve them from a 

strategic perspective and not just a moral one.  Also, I do not typically ask the why questions about problems and giving 
myself and my team permission to do that will make a huge difference in how strategic we can be.  I will also seek more 
space to allow strategic thinking in my daily work life.  I also was struck by the exercise in resonance and how little 
resonance I feel on my advocacy issues and how defeating that can be.

MN I've really been thinking about how we articulate our values and purpose in our work, and how we connect it to everything 
we do.

MN Critical Mass - the group activity was helpful to see how it worked.
MN Looking at ending violence in a way where it can be done.  Looking at the time frame.  Realizing I cannot end it all in one 

lifetime.
MN

Taking the time to identify purpose and hone things down in a way to be more strategic in terms of moving forward.
MN

I realize now that I don't necessarily have to wait for my organization to think strategically for ME to think strategically.
MN Reminders about the steps and how they relate to the way we operate. We are immersed in community and we apply 

strategic thinking to our work all the time but now we can put ourselves through the practice of strategic thinking. Are we 
on track, what might we need to address,?  We are excited about this.

MN The value of the question "Why" and how that inquiry can expand our ability to be open to other possibilities.
MN Really taking the time to define your purpose and to ask the why questions is critical. I can see how putting this into 

practice will help make everything we do more effective, but will also help us be more realistic about what we can 
accomplish with our resources.

MN Realized that a lack of purpose or lack of consensus on what the purpose is leads to a lot of the disfunction in 
organization

MN Reconnecting doesn't have to be painful.
NY Thinking about utilizing the habits of others in a strategic way.  Thinking about purpose in a more active way.
NY The activity around rhythm and the one on resonance were impactful.
NY I really liked thinking about values and purpose. It was interesting to realize how divergent values can affect success of a 

movement. It was challenging to think about opposition.
NY Adressing habits
NY perception  activity and critical mass
NY Difference between strategy and goal
NY Better more effective leadership strategies
NY

One major "ah hah" was the utility of thinking about my/our habits and our opposition's habits and how they can be 
exploited. Also, the importance of leveraging existing strengths and capabilities rather than giving something not there.

NY See question #3.
NY We/I am working too hard to solve/plan symptoms and it is going to be critical for me to step back and keep asking why 

so I can get to the heart of the problem, beyond the symptoms.
NY Greater awareness, especially awareness about positioning. One major "ah hah" was thinking about how to articulate the 

problem without judgment. Another one was when there was a realization that we cannot proceed with implementation 
when there is disagreement about the problem.

NY Differentiation between problems and issues. Attention to personal care values. Leveraging with other stakeholders and 
how to work with opposition. Creating spaciousness to allow room for other things to flourish.

NY Understanding that strategic communication is about trying to get the other person to hear what they need to hear. Asking 
"why is it a problem."
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NY Momentum is something I will apply to my strategic thinking. I will exercise my muscle as well.
NY  (1) Ask "why" constantly.

(2) The importance of the mind-body connection, demonstrated brilliantly though the physical exercises (not sure how to 
incorporate but will actively try).

NY You can't solve issues, but you can strategically plan around problems and it's important to know this rhythm to be 
purposeful in the strategy.

NY  (1) The importance of bringing others with you when leading.
 (2) How to recognize and utilize resources.

(3) The importance of the posture and rhythm of an agency when engaged in strategic planning.
NY I like to think about adding more possibilities of exploring habits.
NY Planning is different from strategize.
NY I will apply a "ready stance" to strategic planning. Also, I've learned how to tease out the issues and know how to reach 

the core of a problem.
NY Understanding the habits of my opposition and how to use it to my advantage to achieve my purpose.
NY This workshop helped me understand how my organization informs and influences my day to day work. It was also helpful 

to breakdown some elements of strategic thinking into aspects of our work, such as leveraging what you or your client 
already have rather than focusing on what you don't have.

NY I need to get more clear about purpose and values personally.  I am excited to use the steps.  Want to think about how 
this relates to the network decision making.

NY We need to define and name the opposition to make sure we are achieving the target. We can't continue operating that It 
All is against us.

NY - the importance of naming the problem/challenge. this was much more difficult than i would have thought. 
- the encouragement to address a problem by looking at the strengths that we have and leveraging those rather than just 
looking at what we lack and filling in those holes.

NY The human quotient is key...my experience has been that it is the one variable that can derail not only progress, but 
cohesion of organizational vision

Yes 85%
No 15%

Loc. Response
CA I don't know if this applies to me since I'm not part of a cohort. but I'd love to stay looped in the conversation of follow up 

questions people may have for Norma. I noticed I'm not on the list of attendees, and would love to be included! My email 
is lkim@futureswithoutviolence.org

CA I need reforcemetn for myself to help integrate this into an actual paracfice. As the only on efrom my organization 
attending this event i realize that it would benefit having more people attend this type of workshop; and I am considering 
how to help spread key messages to the field through my work

CA I would like to go through the 201 and the 301 on strategic thinking. I would also love to have time to link/integrate skill-
building in strategic thinking to other relevant areas of social change and movement building

CA I would love to dive more deeply into strategic thinking, through additional workshops as well as coaching.
CA I would so appreciate a strategic thinking 201; and thinking about it a social change perspective in our movement as 

opposed to individually or our organization.
CA Strategic planning in regards to community organizing around specific direct actions that help increase visibility of 

organisations in communities
CA strategic thinking for personal transitions...creating spaciousness for self care
CA The posture for strategic thinking.
CA (1) If workshop handouts are accessible it would help tangibly bring to staff.

(2) TBD after time to review/reflect on all that I absorbed.

10. If yes, please specify, what area you would like follow up and if you are interest or need 
coaching or additional materials.

9. Having experienced this workshop, do you have interest or need for any follow up work?
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CA
I'd love more information on how to ask the right questions to advance a conversation and the brainstorming process.

CA I'm interested in 201 and beyond. I believe I need coaching or more on this thinking/teachings. The fellowship could 
provide this which may be adequate!

CA  (1) Yes, I would like follow-up.
 (2) I am interested in and need coaching furthermore for my organization.  

(3) Additional materials are also helpful.
CA Support in strategic thinking with specific planning for a project; general feedback.
CA (1) How to negotiate (for more time, space and resources, etc.). Women and especially bad at it. This group could use 

 some training and I could use some practice. 
(2) I wish we'd had the chance to practice the 8 steps (or the strategic thinking practice in general) more. I still feel a little 
confused about it.

CA
I am the only FTE of a 17-member consortium. We need to laign our intenational culture with our artificial culture. I also 
think we offer to do more than we need to, especially to "systems." You could be very helpful to use. Thank you!

CA Running some strategic thinking sessions. Helping others hold issues lightly and be playful.
CA I think our leadership team needs coaching around accepting our positional power feeling, comfortable making decisions, 

and deciding when to have consensus.
CA I would like some help with thinking strategically and help with implementing the 8 strategic points in my work.
CA I would like to hone my strategic thanking skills and particularly the art of positively engaging collaboratives.
CA I would like additional materials and the possibility to have a smaller group which would help us to understand concepts 

which are new and difficult for me.
CA The individuals that most need to shift to strategic thinking aren't here right now, are not hearing the benefits (and costs of 

not being spacious and strategic). It's less credible for few staff to share back.. vs. outside voice... not that we're not heard 
but no agreement that shift needs to be made. How to shift an organization when half of staff don't want to engage... end 
up in 2 separate spheres of thinking.

CA
 Coaching -> (1) Leadership tranisiton

 (2) Building resonance from a middle management position.
(3) Creating a pace organizationally that is sustainable and how to keep my own pace from being impacted by others.

CA Would be helpful to revisit or get support for bringing it back to our organization and larger constituency. I imagine 
bringing info back to our organization, working, and experimenting with it. Doing a check-in 6 months to see what impact, 
success, challenges, what we need at that point.

CA Guidance on creating more space and "thinking" workload to align more with our purpose.
CA I would like to do this with co-workers and work through some real strategy questions. and always good to keep physical 

practice front and center.
MN As we put this into practice we may want some coaching as we move forward.
MN I don't yet know.  Once I have begun to apply the concepts, I will learn of my shortcomings.
MN I hope we follow up as a large group in applying the strategic thinking to emerging issues in MN. It is good to know how 

we may access colleagues from this group, others who have participated in these workshops as well as Norma in the 
future.

MN  I keep thinking about balance on a few different levels: 
 How do you balance the time engaged in strategic thinking/practice with the actual work? 

How do you balance strategic thinking as it informs planning with taking advantage of opportunities (grants or 
 partnerships, for example)?

One of the first things Norma said was that this process shouldn't be used for everything...what kinds of things shouldn't it 
be used for?

MN I will want to reach out to Norma on specific questions related to my new work. I will be interested in knowing what larger 
follow up work takes shape, although I am not sure how engaged I can be.

MN  I would like to be able to access the teacher/educator/trainer should I run into any barriers for clarification.
 
[Merged:] Other written materials and the ability to access Norma should I have questions.

MN I would love more coaching/mentoring opportunities.  Someone to convene with about certain projects or events or 
committees.
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MN I would love to read more and participate in additional similar workshops with the staff of my organization.  I am hoping to 
reach out to Norma for coaching on an ad hoc basis but I also hope that our cohort will now serve as peer coaches 
having all participated.

MN Implementing the process of critical mass within community groups.
MN More guidance in developing our elder and youth advisory councils; purpose; function; roles and responsibilities; learn to 

have FUN along the way
MN not sure
MN reminders of the knowledge
MN Techniques for building productive collaboration and strategic planning with a mixture of people from different agencies, 

organizations, governments all with different cultures, different values, and unclear propose
MN To be so very truthful, I don't know if MIWSAC will actually embed this process into our work... please check us and 

encourage leadership to keep this process alive.  Please please please.
NY (1) I would like to practice more with the coach. It can feel like I'm going into warm holes when I do the work myself and 

 don't receive feedback or vetting. 
(2) I would like to learn to switch strategies (once of course I've identified the problem and have momentum) without 
feeling deep loss, energy and resentment.

NY
 (1) Rhythm, especially how to bring it down to a steady beat.

(2) Would like additional materials on this and how to do so for one's group with the context of a larger organization.
NY Everything. This was an excellent and thought provoking workshop.
NY Given that I am working as an individual consultant to organizations within the movement, I struggled to apply all of the 

teachings to myself, as an individual. More strategic thinking work on my own trajectory and purpose would be immensely 
useful to me. Is that something that MEV could offer additional support on?

NY Help identifying and articulating the opposition to the movement.
NY How to apply this to organizational strategic planning.
NY How to motivate others to see the world through the lens of race, class and culture
NY I believe follow up is needed to explore the pros and cons of implementation of the process and discuss feedback and 

observations.
NY I feel like I would like more opportunities to practice the steps and apply them to big and small situation.  In particular, I'd 

like to work on refining the problems and purpose I am trying to address.
NY I think a [illegible] like this centered on effective supervision would be helpful for our staff.
NY I think there's something more I can learn about and appreciate learning more around identifying opposition and habit 

exploitation.
NY

I would appreciate more coaching or materials with specific examples in applying strategic thinking--going through the 
steps from the beginning. I also would find that a specific workshop for my department and agency would be helpful so 
that we would be more on the same page, or at least all given the same resources to learn about strategic thinking.

NY I would love to participate in an ongoing practice group and/or discussion about strategy generally and about its 
application to this movement specifically. This workshop feels like an introduction and overview, and I am hungry for 
application over an extended period of time in a community of other activists in this movement.

NY I'd just love to learn more about timing, rhythm, how to realistically practice these principles. Also, more real life examples 
or "case studies" or something of the like.

NY I'd love to have a Norma in my head to help me refine my problem and purpose.
NY I'm planning to start new projects at work. I would like to consult/need coaching in the process. I also will appreciate if you 

can give me references (books, articles) to read.
NY

implementation of strategic thinking and practice with staff, colleagues, and the population that we service. Continuous 
work on how to disseminate the MEV movement information and strategies to all in order to create a movement.

NY Listening to individual's challenges and how they would attempt to use some of the skills we learned.
NY More about strategic planning
NY More direction on how to introduce strategic thinking into discussions about funding opportunities, including decisions to 

forgo funding that may not be the best fit for the agency even if it is potential to good chunk of money. How to think 
strategically about programmatic decisions and not make decisions based on fear of losing funding. How to ensure 
funders are not setting agency direction.

NY Rhythm and resonance
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NY Translating these concepts into actual practice seems challenging. I would appreciate the opportunity to "workshop" a 
concrete problem/challenge facing Sanctuary or my department, and work with Norma to talk through it and ask the right 
questions.

NY - i don't know if there is a strategic thinking session part b, but i would love to build on what have learned. i would even 
 love if norma did a full one or two day training with our cohort.

- also, i'm struggling with addressing some issues within my organization (specifically around strategically and 
 intentionally leading) and i would love more support/coaching in this. 

- i would love for other oaasis folks to be invited to the next strategic session.  we have a lot of room to become more 
strategic in our approach and actions, and i think that this training could help to put us on a similar page.

NY Working through the 8 step strategic thinking process using a specific problem of the agency.

Loc. Response
CA ~ thank you ~ ~ thank you ~~~ thank you ~~~~ thank you ~~~~~ thank you!
CA I have so much gratitude for this learning, and am excited to take it back to our organization.  Thank you Norma and to 

Jackie for having this vision.
CA thank you for including  me - I feel privileged to take the time (other than my one-hour phone call) to be thoughtful in how 

to think strategically and be part of a network working to build and strengthen this movement
CA This is where MEV shines -- in recognizing that we need healthy, strategic organizations in order to end violence against 

women and girls. Thank you!
CA Wonderful facilitators, workshop content, and space. Hope to be back for future workshops!
CA Thank you for your compassion.
CA Wonderful, thank you!
CA Many of my colleagues who attended are middle-staff (in the hierarchy scale). Therefore, it's hard to imagine if/how we 

can really implement these strategies/methods when ultimately directors drive a lot of decisions/processes, and directors 
often convene without middle/junior staff.

CA I loved all of the anecdotes Norma used throughout the workshop. It made some of the theory very tangible and also 
easier to remember and pass on to others.

CA I think Norma is a terrific presenter. Her pace is just right, not too fast and allow me to "digest" the materials before giving 
the next piece of information to chew on. I mostly do direct service and don't get to carve out time to step back and think 
about my work (Iimpactful/strategically make change that appropriate and manageable). I appreciate this opportunity. It is 
such a privilege and Norma's storytelling helps me understand theory and how to apply them. I like Norma's style and 
wisdom. She is perfect for this workshop.

CA I really appreciate the humane pacing of this workshop - self-care in action. Usually, I feel wrung out at the end of these 
types of workshops, but I left this one feeling energized and interested.

CA More small group conversation work would be great.
CA Very well facilitated. Would definitely like to see a "201" or more advanced follow  up session.
CA Really great, Norma! Thank you. And thanks to MEV/NoVo for the support and continued evolution!
CA Maybe more visuals, more stopping to see what people were learning vs. questioning -> synthesis to see what people 

were hearing.
CA  The whole training was very good.

For me, there was a lot of information. I would like another training, with more pauses, about the same topics (leadership 
and strategy).

CA Thank you for creating the space for us to participate. I realize that it is difficult to arrange logistics but I really appreciate 
everything.

CA We need individual strategy sessions on how to bring it back. Maybe with Norma, with peers, with colleagues in 
organization...

CA this was really great and I agree that separating this from self-care is more effective. It's too bad that more NRC staff 
wouldn't participant. I feel like many more things will really sink in and make greater sense with little more time to reflect 
and process. Thank you.

MN Great facility. Thank you for the investment in our work.

11. Please share any other feedback or suggestions.
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MN I found it most powerful to have Norma talking about history and surviving is not enough to this particular audience, how 
we need to move beyond anger and begin to use our strengths. I appreciated the diversity of age in the room as well, 
brought up questions of continuity in the movement with younger people and more men, that also reflects the history and 
wisdom of the elders.

MN  I learned so much.  Miigwech!  
The truth of an appetite for transformation resonates so deeply with me.   Miigwech for that gift!

MN I like the experiential exercises.  The concepts are easier to remember and to think about implementing.
MN I love Norma
MN

 I think the two-days would have been useful to our other staff who were not invited as well as our board members.
 

 [Merged:] 
Absolutely great experience that other staff should have the opportunity to experience. Other staff who do not have the 
same opportunities that Jeremy, Sarah and I have because of our visibility in the state and on a national level.

MN More hands busy craft creative art to have at the tables.
MN my only wish is that we could have done some collective strategizing.  I think each of us acquired new skills and/or new 

ways to strategize within our own programs but I think about how powerful we could be... something to move on I guess 
since these two days are done.  Thank you.  Oh - and Norma you're a great story teller with great lessons within your 
stories.  Miigwech.

MN None
MN Norma - your wisdom is great and our stories bring a greater understanding of strategic thinking.  Your calmness and 

gentle manner (unreadable) one to slow down - things don't have to be rush rush.  It's more powerful to breath and feel 
the process rather than react to it.  Thank you.

MN
Norma's presentations are very calming, relaxing and spiritually connected to the Hawaiian people and the native people 
of America.  Each time we meet I learn to be ME and this time learned to express my inner child.  Even at age 60.

MN Thank you for giving us this opportunity.  I found this to be an incredible workshop and believe it will have profound impact 
on the way I approach my work and my participation in the cohort and MEV.

MN Thanks for the ongoing opportunity and for being able to invite a couple oh key staff.
MN While I feel a little bit like I am on new ground and I wonder how real these concepts will feel to me tomorrow or next 

week, I kind of sense that large and general concepts have taken root.  Some of the work we did confirmed that some of 
the ways it think are in fact useful. Likewise, I learned how some of my plans, directions, steps are NOT thought out and 
likely end up being not so likely to strategically advance us/me to the goal!  I am very curious to see how I use what I have 
heard and learned.

MN As I have a bit difficult time dissecting objectives. It was great to find some assistance and direction with that. I thank you 
very much.

NY  (1) We love Norma.
 (2) Board members/trustees could benefit from this training.

(3) Would love to have more workshops in the future.
NY Great workshop. Thank you!
NY I think it could be helpful to locate this topic in the context of the work of cohorts 1 and 2.  How and when can we use this 

framework to help us make plans going forward?
NY I would find a series of workshops helpful since it would provide some tools, allow time to use them, then check back in 

 on their effectiveness, applicability,  etc. 
This is the second workshop I've done with Norma, ad she's great. Thanks for having her help us explore and better 
understand strategic thinking.

NY It was a wonderful experience. Would have been nice to have more "mingling" time, I felt we were somewhat segregated 
in our various groups.

NY It was fantastic and I enjoyed everything including the space and the efforts taken to feed and nourish us all. Thanks so 
much.

NY It was wonderful to have the Sanctuary team here with us, they provided a valuable context and perspective, and it was 
just lovely to meet more of the team.

NY N/A
NY Need to figure out how I can take this back to the team.
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NY
Norma is amazing and I am thrilled to have had the opportunity to be engaged in this way with her and my colleagues.

NY Norma was such a wonderful facilitator. Her use of concrete examples really helped to illustrate the different qualities of 
strategic thinking. The discussions were very thought-provoking and extremely good fodder for continued conversation 
between coworkers and within the agency.

NY Norma Wong, you had me at hello, girl. :-) (smile) Thank you for everything it was wonderful seeing you. Until next time. 
Aloha. Big hugs.

NY The facilitator was fantastic and did a great job of varying teaching methods to reach a wide range of learning styles. 
Thank you Norma!

NY The workshop was of benefit and a well spent two day sharing and interacting with colleagues and meeting new people 
with the same vision.

NY The workshop was very fluid in terms of addressing issues as they came up during discussions.the exercises were fun, 
creative, and foster the spirit of collaboration and intimacy among participants. The training environment felt safe and 
supportive to all ideas and therefore left room for discussions.

NY The workshop was wonderful. I'd like to know next time if you are having other trainings so that I can attend.
NY This was a provocative and educational experience. Thank you.
NY Wonderful and insightful workshop. My first experience and I really felt I learned a lot.
NY Would love a follow-up strategy working group where we can go deeper and really figure some things out collectively for 

ourselves and this movement.

NY
- i got a lot out of it.  thank you so much!  MEV continues to strengthen and enhance my work, and i'm so grateful and 
hopeful about its impact on my leadership, our organization and the movement.  thank you!
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